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English

Japanese

Hello!

Konnichiwa!

My name is...

Vietnamese
Xin chào!

Korean

Mandarin
Chinese

Annyeonghaseo!

Nihao !

Watashino namae Tên tôi là...
wa...

Je ireum-eun…
imnida.

Wo jiao...

What is your
name?

Anatano namaewa Tên ban là gì?
nandeshuka?

Neo ireum-eun
muoeshimnika?

Ni jiao shenme
mingzi?

Nice to meet you.

Yoroshiku onegai- Rât vui đuợc gặp
shimasu.
bạn.

Bangapsimnida.

Hen gooxing renshi ni.

Where do you
live?

Dokoni sunde ima- Bạn dên tu đâu?
suka?

Neo-neun eodiseo Ni zhu nar?
sani?

You are beautiful/
handsome.

Anatawa kirei/ kakoii desune!

Trông ban rât đê
thuong.

Neo-neun areum- Ni hen meili.
deoweo/meoshijyo Ni hen yīngjun.

Could you tell me
your phone number?

Anatano denwabangou o oshiete
kuremasuka?

Vui long cho tôi xin Ne-oui hendeupon Ni neng gaosu wo
số điện thoại đuợc beonho aryeoni jia de dianhua
chu?
juseyo?
ma?

Thank you.

Arigato.

Cam on.

Gamsahamnida.

Xiexie.

Good bye.

Sayonnara.

Chào tam biêt.

Annyeonghigaseyo.

Zaijian.

Profile: Gil Kim
Hello! My name is Giljun Kim. I’m from Korea, but I lived in Japan for
three years. When I was 17 years old, I quit high school, so I made
about 1500 Australian dollars and I went to Japan. I wanted to go to a
Korean art university, but it is very expensive. I couldn’t get a part
time job and go to school because I couldn’t work and study at the
university at the same time.
When I arrived in Japan, I couldn’t speak or write Japanese, so I
worked in a job which had very low pay and was very hard work. However, I met some good people. After a year I had to go to military service. When I got back to Korea, I had six months until I had to enlist in
the navy, and I had money, so I could enrol in the art university. In the
navy, I thought I wanted to see the wide world more, so again, I went to Japan. Fortunately, I got
a good job because I was a good Japanese speaker. I wanted to go to university in Japan so I
studied at university while working. I got a good score in the exam and received a scholarship
from Japan’s government. I enrolled in philosophy at Hosei University.
After entering the philosophy course, I could study a lot about what people need to be happy, so
I came to have a dream that whoever wanted to study should not be restricted, so I have been
thinking about how to make a school which is very cheap. In addition, if I can use English, I
could meet a partner who thinks like me and we can translate from Korean to Japanese to English. If so, anyone will be able to study in their mother tongue, which we would provide in captions. Therefore, I am studying English for my dream of helping poor people.
PHOTO
CONTEST
WINNER

Congratulations to Kevin
Kull on his winning
photograph!
Baby Photo Answers 1. Ueli 2. Tim 3. Audrey 4. Chris 5. Krystyna 6. Elaine 7. Deb 8. Nina 9. Clarissa
10. Chelsey 11. Ian 12. Monica 13. Nami
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STUDENT MOVIE REVIEW
“Bad Boys II”, directed by Michael Bay
Review by Aoi “Roy” Hiyama
The film is called “Bad Boys II” and is directed by Michael Bay and stars
Will Smith and Martin Lawrence, both of whom act as main characters.
The plot of this film is the following: Two policemen in Miami are on duty to
expose where illegal drugs are coming from. The action takes place in Miami, U.S.A and Smith and Lawrence’s characters are just crazy. They are cops but
they don’t try to save citizens– they just do what they
want to do. They also have an intense gun action and
car chase scene in the movie.
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I’ve watched it 2 times and it’s a very funny movie. If you ever get depressed
or something like that, just watch it and you will soon be fine. This is the reason why I like it. There two actors are so funny that I’m sure you’ll be satisfied.
Watch it!
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Maid for the Billionaire, by Ruth Cardello
Review by Anna Grandits
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Abby’s a nice, young and pretty girl who works as a courageous teacher. She teaches kids of foreign backgrounds in
English and is really happy with her life. But she also know
how hard life can be. Her parents died in a tragic accident so
she had to look after her little sister and had to grow up
quickly. They hadn’t much money and the past had sometimes been quite difficult because her little sister often got in trouble.
One day she met Dominic. He’s a smart, attractive and successful businessman. Unfortunately, he also had a sad and difficult childhood with a cold and
strict father who had locked Dominic and his family in their house. One day
his mother apparently committed suicide. Dominic never believed in these
investigations and had accepted that his father had kicked his mother out of
the house. So after a big argument, he left their house forever. He tried to
find his mother for years but never found her. While he became a businessman, he slowly destroyed his father’s companies.
What will happen with these two exciting people? What will the future hold for them? You have to
find out by yourself.
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